Experimental Framework for Evaluation of ICT Impact on the Learning Process
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Abstract: The world today is in a whole new dimension, consisting of new concepts and terms such as social networks, online communities, blogs and microblogs, emails, discussion forums, e-books, and so on. All these instruments need to be adapted to the learning process as well. The main goal of the paper is to propose the experimental framework for evaluation of ICT impact on the learning process. Two independent studies are provided to determine the degree of ICT integration in the learning process: evaluation of the degree of knowledge and use of ICT by different target groups in the learning process before ICT integration in the learning process and evaluation of the degree of ICT impact in the learning process after its integration.
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1 Introduction

The integration of ICT into education has improved the quality of the learning process. These technologies can generate positive or negative results depending on how they are used. However, every new ICT tool could be used in learning process in two different means: technological and pedagogical [1]. To achieve successful integration of technology requires an effort from three different stakeholders: teachers, students, and school administrators [2].

Some researchers had explain all educational-training roles of ICT for further changes into educational field in order to performing some modifications and innovations resulted into efficiency increase and more effects of education system [3].

Recent studies demonstrated benefits for using ICT in learning as motivation of the students and learners, working collectively, etc. The study [4] found that more than 70% of surveyed teachers expressed in Europe have a positive or very positive opinion about the relevance and positive impact of ICT to support different students’ learning processes and objectives. In the other side students are acquiring new skills and new competencies which are closer to the needs of the job market and perhaps leads to worse performance in the curricula [5]. The access to the online resources encourages critical thinking and problem solving ability of the students, and leads to using discussion and collaboration [6].

Other research highlight the importance of an active learning methodology in engineering degrees in Spain as present the outcomes of an experimental study carried out during the academic years 2007/2008 and 2008/2009. The results show ICT have a positive impact on higher education students’ learning, active learning facilitates students’ responsibility and motivation in learning process, enhance knowledge and skills and give more satisfactory outcomes for the involved roles [7].

There are different approaches to integrate ICT in learning process. In [8] is presented a combination of the learning factories and situated
(on-the-job) ICT-based social learning, as well as the didactics of learning factories and ICT-based situated learning.

The main goal of the paper is to propose experimental framework for evaluation of ICT impact on the learning process. In order to achieve that goal the implementation of Moodle Learning Platform through its set of ICT tools is deployed in High Polytechnical School of Uige in Angola. The integration of such platforms deserves special attention and should be included in educational settings, despite all the limitations and lack of existing at the different levels [9].

Paper is structured as follows: in next section is described methodology of the research and how the experiment is gathered. In third section, called “Analysis of the results of the conducted experiments” explains what are major parameters of the experiment with 441 participants from different groups. In the last section there is conclusion about research done on different classes of learners.

2 Methodology of experiments

Two independent studies are provided to determinate the degree of ICT integration in the learning process:

1) Evaluation of the degree of knowledge and use of ICT by different target groups in the learning process before ICT integration in the learning process.

2) Evaluation of the degree of ICT impact in the learning process after its integration.

The general experimental framework can be seen in figure 1.

For the evaluation of the use of ICT in classrooms prior to the implementation of the model, the so-called class approach is used, which is the traditional way of transferring knowledge into a classroom, and in the present context our research is characterized by the following aspects: using of PowerPoint lessons and presenting them on a large screen through a projector.

During the survey, by using the direct monitoring, there were observed the organization and targeted 11 lectures, classified in the following way:

- 4 lessons in the course of Agronomy;
- 3 lessons in the Medical Care course;
- 2 lessons in the Accounting and Management course;
- 2 lessons in the Computer Engineering course.

In the study, a class for evaluating ICT in traditional class conditions is also offered and used. The constituent parts of this form are the following: title, studied reality, area, teacher identification in the classroom, class characteristic, lesson characteristic, learning characteristic, content curriculum characteristics and ICT usage characteristics.

For the evaluation of the ICT impact the methodology used consists in the experimental testing of an implemented MOODLE platform through its effective use during a learning process among groups of students from the IV course to the department Computer Systems in Multimedia Systems and E-Commerce at High Polytechnical School of Uige in Angola.

The main technologies used in the courses are: virtual learning environments, video tutorials, audio and video conferencing, chats, forums and virtual libraries [10].

There are online environments where the students can access using computer to attend classes and carry out learning activities. Students receive a password and enter the "virtual classroom" from anywhere and at any time - just needs Internet connection and computer system. In this environment, course content and other interaction tools such as video tutorials, audio and video conferencing facilities, chats, forums, and virtual libraries are available.

Video tutorials are lessons that student can access at any time. They can combine the teacher's speech with presentations, images, sounds and interactivity. They are usually designed to make course content more attractive by keeping the
Academic interest in the study and represented 89% of the study group.

When researching the Internet devices used in a category by lecturers, first of all is a laptop, and then comes mobile phones. On the third place there is the desktop, the fourth are the tablets and finally the iPads. Of the surveyed 26 workers who participated in the survey, the most used device for accessing the internet is the mobile phone, and then comes the laptop. Third is iPad, fourth in the desktop, and finally tablets.

The fact that the top three most commonly used Internet access devices do not have the desktop location shows mobile nature of the Internet access within this category. One of the possible explanations for this is that either the institution does not have the Internet properly allocated to its domains, or perhaps the fact that the study was done at a time when there was a break in Internet delivery. That is why administrative workers need to opt for more personalized mobile Internet access, leaving desktop computers in their places just for processing other information.

Among the most commonly used Internet access devices in the category of students were mobile phones, then laptops, tablets, iPads and finally desktop desktops (fig. 2).

Finally, in High Polytechnical School of Uige in Angola, the three most commonly used devices for Internet access are mobile phones, laptops and tablets. Last but not least, desktops are Internet access devices in the same institution.

The second question, "What are the ICT tools that the participants has already used?" This question aims to determine the effective use of ICT by respondents in the learning process. The percentage of respondents to this question in the different groups of respondents is different: 82% of
the teachers answered, 57.7% of the administrative workers, and 64% of the students.

Social networks (Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp) and file sharing tools are the most widely used among teachers, followed by wiki tools and blogs. There is no mention of the use of training management systems and video lesson tools.

![Fig. 3 The most common used ICT tools from teachers and administrators](image)

For administrative workers, the percentage of social network users is higher than teachers, followed by file sharing tools, blogging, and learning management systems. Tools for creating books, video tutorials, and wiki tools there are no answers listed (fig. 3).

According the students, social networks are the most widely used, followed by file sharing tools, wiki tools, learning management systems and blogs (fig. 4).

![Fig. 4 The most common used ICT tools from students](image)

When providing a list of listed tools, all 26 surveyed administrative workers and all 393 students surveyed were able to identify at least one tool. On the teachers’ side - 96% of teachers had at least one tool.

Lecturers and administrators have listed Moodle and Claroline as the tools they know, with the Moodle (60%) percentage highest compared to other tools. Students, on the other hand, have identified all content management platforms as familiar but the highest is Moodle’s percentage (63%), which is significantly higher than the Atrutor system (9%). Other systems have significantly lower percentages of 2% to 5% of recognition.

From blogging tools, lecturers and administrators have first pointed out WordPress (38%), followed by Live Journal (19%) for teachers and Blogger (23%) for administrative, and followed by Blog, BlogSpot, and Tumblr. For the student group, the highest recognition rate is the Blog tool (29.70%), followed by WordPress (21.12%), Blogger (15.51%) and BlogSpot (15.18%).

The widespread overlapping of social networks in our daily lives can be seen in the reporting of results in the category of social networks. In the social networking category, all systems are well known by both teachers, administrative staff and the students. The most popular social network remains Facebook, followed by Google+, Instagram and WhatsApp. Among teachers, it is significantly higher to refer to the LinkedIn Professional Social Network.

From the wiki category, teachers’ tools have indicated Wikipedia in the first place with the highest percentage - 80%. Significantly lower is the percentage of wikispaces (13.33%) and Wetpaint (6.67%). Students are similar to the familiar distributed widgets: Wikipedia (82.55%), wikispaces (12.76%) and Wetpaint (3.65%).

In the eBooks category, teachers have listed My E-book Builder, Papyrus, 3D Pack, Youblisher, and Book Builder, and video tutorial tools are: Camtasia, Camtasia Studio, Camstudio, Koyote, Screem Flow. Administrative workers have considerably less recognition of eBooks tools, which can be explained by the fact that this is not an inherent feature of their professional activity, unlike teachers. From listed tools, they listed only three of them: My Ebook Maker, 3Dpack, and Book Builder.

Only a small number of students have identified the following tools for creating eBooks: My EBook Maker, 3D Pack, Youblisher, and Book Builder. In the video tutorial category, these are: Camtasia (35%), Camtasia Studio (30%), Camstudio (20). The other tools are also mentioned, but they are within 3 to 5 percent cognition.

File Sharing and Teachers, as well as Administrative Workers, are most often referred to as Youtube, Google Doc / Drive, Dropbox, and Slide Share as familiar platforms. Half of the administrative workers are Youtube, while 28% are teachers. However, teachers are significantly higher at Google Doc / Drive recognition (25%) and
Dropbox (21%). The 4-Shared (10%) and Flicky (3%) tools are the other systems that are known but with a significantly lower recognition rate.

More than half of the students said they knew Youtube (54.41%), compared with Google Doc / Drive and Slide Share by 13%. Dropbox is indicated by 12% and 4-Shared of only 5.73%.

Fig. 5 The most common used ICT tools

In order to determine the effective use of ICT tools during educational activities, we summarize the data obtained in the software tools group (Figure 5).

3.2 Analysis of the results of the evaluation of ICT usage before its integration

In order to characterize the lesson and the learning content, the following variables were selected and used: discipline, lesson of the day, goals, methods and techniques and finally didactical resources used.

In all lessons, the text format prevails, which is 91% of the media used. Of the 11 lessons that were surveyed, the images are listed 7 times, which is 64%. In three of the lessons, a video like multimedia was used, which is 27%. Audio multimedia is not used in any of the tutorials provided for viewing.

In conclusion that one of the most widely used multimedia formats, referring to the content provided to students during the learning process, is texts.

Here are the images from different formats and the third is the video. This shows the poor implementation of ICT tools by teachers in creating learning content for their students. Since teachers are models that students are always trying to imitate, this situation will also negatively impact them on the regular use of ICT tools.

Three of the four ICT tools used to develop learning content are part of the Microsoft office suite, and the fourth is the Acrobat Reader that allows us to read the PDF file. These formats are to some extent textual. The lack of audio and video formats shows the poor multimedia nature of the content taught at the school.

3.3 Analysis of the results of the evaluation of ICT impact after its integration

The evaluation of ICT impact after its integration is applied to students who are in a training cycle in two major disciplines: "Multimedia Systems" and "E-Commerce" using the two approaches: Classroom and Web-based.

In the web-based approach, groups of students are formed, with each group having at least one student successfully passing the exam in the class approach. The training is conducted through a strong interaction between students during the building of knowledge in the respective virtual rooms created for the purpose.

The total number of trainees in the training for Multimedia Systems 62 students, of which 59 are the total number of successful students. As can be summed up by the study, it is clear that the success rate of students' education has increased by about 30% to 50% after using the MOODLE platform, through a web-based approach aimed at strengthening classroom traditional approach of the learning process.

Similar of the first course, E-Commerce has 72 approved students out of a total of 76 in the classroom. This study revealed a rebound in the success rate of student education (an average of 12%).

4 Conclusion

Based on the research done on different classes of learners and their results, we can argue that the implementation of ICT in education requires a holistic project approach.

Its proper implementation has led to the provision of important and effective tools to help and improve the quality of the learning process, such as high interactivity during lessons between the different participants, a rich multimedia character of both the content used and the lesson itself, a great deal of interest and understanding by students towards the whole process.

The use of ICT in the teaching and learning process does not always shorten the learning time, because it depends on the trainee and his interest. Through the web approach, the student can explore and deepen deeper into a particular topic that needs to be learned. On the other hand, the physical absence of the teacher during the web-based
approach motivates the student to make decisions and seek communication with other participants in the learning process.

The research conducted on the impact of the ICT implementation in the learning process leads to the fact that, when implemented with predetermined objectives and methods, the results obtained prove to be very positive. One factor in improving the quality of the learning process is due to the increased interest of experienced students in both the content and the innovative teaching methods to which they are applied. The other registered positive result is the increase of successful students in the disciplines.
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